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Job Description Intel New Mexico Materials Lab is seeking applicants for Lab Technician

positions. Lab Technicians will be responsible for working with a team of engineers and

technicians in an analytical lab environment to perform Failure Analysis and Material

Characterization. As a support organization for Intel's New Mexico Disaggregation

Manufacturing Operation (NM DMO) we have exciting opportunities for growth at the Rio

Rancho manufacturing facility. Build the future of technology with us - As Intel's Innovation Hub,

the New Mexico site plays an important part in our efforts to make technology with the power

to improve the life of everyone on the planet. We're investing 3.5 billion dollars to expand

and modernize our Rio Rancho facilities and creating thousands of new jobs along the

way - all while building on our commitment to corporate responsibility with our RISE

(Responsive, Inclusive, Sustainable, Enabling) strategy. The Lab Technician will be

responsible for but not limited to: Responsible for lab daily operations including sample

preparation, chemical handling, data collection, customer interaction, tool calibration and

other lab sustaining activities. Providing quality and timely lab support for technology

development tool and process development, excursion response, low yield diagnosis and

reliability requirements Will require working on a compressed night shift Verbal and written

communication skills and comfortability presenting issues and solutions. Skills to work well in

a diverse team environment and ability to multi-task. Skills to work with minimal supervision

and adjust to rapidly changing priorities. Skills to produce results in a timely manner. Time

management ability to prioritize work and work with a sense of urgency to meet deadlines.

Analytical problem solving and testing skills. Ability to work independently as well as within a
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team (collaboration skills). Evidence of the ability to train others. Comfortable working in a

factory environment on a regular basis. Basic computer skills Qualifications You must possess

the below minimum qualifications to be initially considered for this position. Preferred

qualifications are in addition to the minimum requirements and are considered a plus

factor in identifying top candidates. This Position is not eligible for Intel immigration

sponsorship. Minimum Qualifications AA degree in Material Science, Chemistry, Chemical

Engineering, Physics, Electrical Engineering or 1yr+ direct hands-on experience with

analytical laboratory sample preparation and analysis techniques. Preferred Qualifications

Courses in statistics/probability and/or 6mo+ hands-on experience applying

statistical/probabilistic methods. Experience with Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM), Focused

Ion Beam (FIB), Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM). Requirements listed would be

obtained through a combination of industry relevant job experience, internship

experiences and or schoolwork/classes/research.
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